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I.
A.

Pilot Schemes and Evaluation
Introduction

The question of whether mediation, as one form of Alternative
Dispute Resolution (hereinafter "ADR"), has its own place within the
Dutch judicial infrastructure was the most important reason for setting up
two large national mediation pilot schemes: "Court-Annexed Mediation"
and "Mediation as Another Form of Legal Aid." In the latter project,
litigants within the state-funded system of legal aid were referred to
mediation.
The Scientific Research and Documentation Centre
(hereinafter "WODC") 3 was assigned the task of evaluating these two
projects. We will restrict ourselves to discussing the court-annexed
mediation pilot scheme (hereinafter "Project").
The emphasis of the Project was on gaining experience with
different types of referrals. In essence, this meant that within the Project,
not only did an adequate number of mediations have to be realised, but
also referrals had to be sufficiently varied. In this way, it would be
possible to assess the link, if any, between the quality of the referrals and
the quality of the mediations and their results. The goal was to make the
experiences associated with and the results of the Project visible and
subsequently to draw reliable and valid conclusions. This would enable
us to provide better answers concerning the propriety of mediation in the
Netherlands judicial system.
It is important to understand the Project in its correct place in the
3. The WODC is best characterized as an international (criminal) justice knowledge
center. Its purpose is to make a scientific contribution to the development and evaluation
of policy set by the Netherlands Ministry of Justice. For more information, see
http://www.wodc.nl.
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Netherlands legal system. In this system, settlement or conciliation
before or encouraged by the judge plays an important role. This form of
settlement focuses on the legal issues at stake and offers a legal solution.
Mediation in the context of the Project, on the other hand, went outside
the legal aspects of the case and examined the interests of the parties. It
provided solutions that may not have any legal foundation but that offer a
preferable solution to the parties. 4 So in a way, the possibility of a
referral to mediation provides an additional non-legal remedy to the
parties. As settlement before the judge is a very well known and often
successful method of ending civil disputes, the adoption of mediation
will be harder than could be expected if no other settlement system
existed. This makes the decision between traditional judicial processes
and mediation even more difficult, not only for the parties and their
lawyers but also for the referring judge.
In this article we will first describe the Project, in particular the
various ways cases were referred to mediation and the method of
evaluation. Then we will summarise the most important conclusions, the
various characteristics of the referred cases, the quality of the mediation
process and the quality of the result of the mediation process. Thereafter
follows a discussion of some special issues concerning mediation policy
in the Netherlands and the role of lawyers. Finally we will discuss what
we have learned from the Project and, specifically, what it means for the
structuring of an effective referral facility. We conclude with an
overview of the current state of affairs in the Netherlands.
B.

The Project

The Project was informed by earlier empirical research.5 From the
mediation literature we have learned that in order to realise sufficient
referrals, it is important that:
- the concept of referrals is imbedded in the referring
6
organisation and is covered by a supportive policy;
- the referring person
has sufficient commitment to and
7
trust in mediation;
4. R. NIEMIC, FEDERAL JUSTICE CENTER, MEDIATION & CONFERENCE PROGRAMS IN
THE FEDERAL COURTS OF APPEALS: A SOURCEBOOK FOR JUDGES AND LAWYERS (1997).
5. For overviews see N.J. BAAS, SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND DOCUMENTATION
CENTRE, MEDIATION IN CIVIELE EN BESTUURSRECHTELIJKE ZAKEN, ONDERZOEKSNOTITIES,

5 (2002); De Roo and Jagtenberg, Mediation: Verplicht of Vrijwillig?, JUSTITIELE
VERKENNINGEN, 56-67 (2003).
6. J. KAKALIK, ET AL., RAND INSTITUTE, AN EVALUATION OF MEDIATION AND EARLY
NEUTRAL EVALUATION UNDER THE CIVIL JUSTICE REFORM ACT 15 (1996).

7. J.P. McCrory, Mandated Mediation of Civil Cases in State Courts: A Litigant's
Perspective on Program Model Choices, 14 OHIO ST. J. ON DISP. RESOL., 813 (1999);

M.L., Medley & J.A. Schellenberg, Attitudes of Indiana Judges Toward Mediation,
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-

referring judges, legal assistants and litigants and their
lawyers are well briefed; and,
- projects and experiments are monitored and evaluated
and participants are provided with feedback.
Studies conducted into the quality of the referral procedure show that the
following factors are of particular importance:
8
- the timing of referrals;
- the actual significance of the referral indications and
counter indications; 9
- the effect of the method and the extent of selection of
cases for referral to mediation; and,
- the type of referring person (judge, court staff). l0
1.

Starting Points of the Project

A wide variety of insights, goals and starting points played a role in
the set-up and organisation of the Project. We will mention four. First,
we were involved with a research project; everything had to be
quantifiable and verifiable. Moreover, the Project had to provide
sufficient material for the research. This required extensive organisation,
communication and reporting. In addition to qualitative requirements,
there was also a quantitative requirement of at least five hundred
referrals throughout the Project period. The Project ran from April 2000
through December 2002.
A second point of attention was the presentation of the Project. In
line with the policy goals of the introduction of mediation, we decided to
offer mediation within the Project as an extra service to the parties and
an extra way of resolving their conflicts. This aim is broadly supported
by the judiciary and the bar. By contrast, reducing the caseload of the
MEDIATION Q., 1994, at 329-34.
8. M.A. Pach, Mediation in het Bestuursrecht; het Kan, het Mag en het Werkt, in
B.J. van Ettehoven & M.A. Pach et al., Alternatieven van en voor Bestuursrechter;
Preadviezen Uitgebrachtvoor de Algemene Vergadering van de VAR, BOOM JURIDISCHE
UITGEVERS, 19 (2001); G.C. FAIRBANKS, & I.C. STREET, STATE JUSTICE INSTITUTE, TIMING
iS EVERYTHING,

THE APPROPRIATE

TIMING OF CASE REFERRALS

TO MEDIATION,

A

COMPARATIVE STUDY OF Two COURTS (2001); M. Pel, La Mediation Judiciaire in
Frankrijk: De Wettelike Regeling in Frankrijk Vergeleken met de ProjectmatigAanpak
in Nederland, TIJDSCHRIFT VOOR MEDIATION, 28-31 (2001); E. PLAPINGER & D.
STIENSTRA, FEDERAL JUDICIAL CENTER AND THE CPR INSTITUTE FOR DISPUTE
RESOLUTION, ADR AND SETTLEMENT IN THE FEDERAL DISTRICT COURTS: A SOURCEBOOK

FOR JUDGES AND LAWYERS (1996).
9. KAKALIK, supra note 6; D. STIENSTRA, FEDERAL JUDICIAL CENTER, ADR.
MEDIATION (2000); NIEMIC, supra note 4; J.S. KAYE & J. LIPPMAN, FAMILY JUSTICE
PROGRAM, NEW YORK STATE UNITED COURT PROGRAM (1997).

10.

KAKALIK, supra note 6; STIENSTRA, supra note 9; PLAPINGER & STIENSTRA,

supra note 8.
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courts is seen by many as an unrealistic or improper goal in this context,
at least in the short term. If cutting the caseload were to be a long-term
subsidiary result of the Project, however, it would of course meet with
little opposition.
Third, we underline that mediation, at least at the start of the Project
and possibly still now, is a relatively unknown and thus unpopular option
to all players in this field: those who refer, the parties and the lawyers.
Good information and communication were essential for encouraging
everyone at least to cooperate in researching whether the public would
appreciate this extra service and whether favourable or unfavourable side
effects would occur. We encouraged those in opposition or in doubt to
be involved, if only to verify their hypotheses.
Finally, we point out the necessity that existed to differentiate
between sub-projects. This entailed testing a number of variables,
including referral methods, moments of referral and legal areas of the
sub-projects. Because of this, the Project as a whole was a "learning"
experience; the referral method, as well as the mediation style, were
constantly adapted. In the set-up and organisation of a mediation facility
in the Netherlands, we are still profiting from the experiences gained in
the Netherlands and abroad, as well as from visiting projects overseas
and research results. 1
2.

Referral Variables

Within the judiciary, there were a great number of different
experiments and innovations in action at the start of the Project. This
placed restrictions on the development of other new projects.
Nevertheless, it was not hard to find a number of courts prepared to
develop a sub-project. Since March 2000, five sub-projects have swung
into action, and are briefly described in Scheme 1.

11. B.E.S. Chin-a-Fat, De Rechter als Verwijzer bij (omgangs)Bemiddeling, TREMA,
97-99 (2000); C.L.B. KOCKEN, FACULTEIT DER RECHTSGELEERDHEID UNIVERSITEIT VAN
AMSTERDAM, VERWlJZING NAAR MEDIATION ( 2000); H. Brown & A. Marriott, ADR
Principles and Practice, 32 (1999);

H. GENN, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF LONDON,

FACULTY OF LAWS, RESEARCH SERIES, THE CENTRAL LONDON COUNTY COURT PILOT

MEDIATION SCHEME (1998).

[Vol. 110:2
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Scheme 1: Overview of Sub-Projects
Court

Sector

referral point

9

Arnhem District Court

Referral methods and

1 March 2000

Civil and financial

By the judge at the

and Court of Appeals,

family cases (= ff)

hearing

Arnhem

Tax cases

Jointly requested by
parties

Zwolle District Court

1 April 2000

Administrative

By the judge at the
hearing
Selection by court staff
Written invitation at
random

Assen District Court

1 July 2000

District Court: civil

By the judge at the

and Court of Appeals,

and family cases

hearing

Assen

Court of Appeals:
civil, special
employment and
tenancy cases

Utrecht District Court I 1 July 2000

Civil and ff with a

By the judge at the

focus on medical

hearing

liability and major

By the judge when

commercial cases

determining preliminary
examination of witness
By the secretary in
construction and
accounting cases after
rejoinder and business
cases and medical liability
cases after defence or
rejoinder

Amsterdam District
Court

1 September 2000

Civil Administrative

By the judge at the

Cases

hearing
Screening of certain cases
before the hearing
possibly followed by a
mediation offer (including
spatial planning cases, all
civil service cases and
temporary arrangements)
Jointly requested by
parties
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3.

Referral Method and Timing.

The choice of referral point and referral method was more complex.
Research in the Netherlands and overseas shows that referral by the
judge at the hearing offers the best hope of success while at the same
time being the most labour-intensive. 12 When setting up the Project we
decided to keep this favourable experience in mind and at the same time,
and successively, test other methods and points of referral. As long as
mediation was relatively unknown to legal aid professionals and even
less known to the vast majority of litigants, good information seemed to
be essential, not just on what mediation is but also on the option of
choosing mediation in specific cases. This quite detailed information
seemed most effective when given orally. Research into referrals in
England shows that parties represented in the procedure or supervised by
a lawyer choose mediation significantly less often than unrepresented
parties. 13
There were different opinions about the most favourable time to
refer parties to mediation. One school of thought believed that the
choice should be made as quickly as possible, advisably before
standpoints have become entrenched and parties have dug in their heels.
Another school of thought believed that each conflict needed to have
reached a certain stage of maturity before people could decide to turn
away from the courtroom and go back to the negotiating table. In every
case, all parties agreed that even in conflicts that run aground, a stage can
be reached at which the parties realise the futility of more legal action
and return to the original underlying basis of the conflict. On the other
hand, there are also those who let things escalate to the point where they
would rather go down with the adversary than give in. All cases within
the Project that were eligible for mediation had escalated at least to the
point where legal action had been instigated. The cases that escalated
most were generally cases that had been taken to a court of appeal and
those in which parties were meeting for the second or third time.
There are also, of course, cases that by their very nature are
inappropriate for mediation. So, we used different types of referrals. In
most civil cases, the judge would make an oral referral during the
hearing. Only in small claims cases and some family cases was a written
invitation used. The invitation letter gave the parties the choice to opt for
mediation and set forth the reasons to do so. The referral method was
increasingly refined throughout the course of the Project, and the written
variety in particular resulted in a relatively large number of mediations.

12.
13.

BROWN & MARRIOTT, supra note
Id.

11;

GENN, supra note 11.
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As a service to the parties, a very simple self-test was sent out
together with the invitation. This self-test proved to be a valuable tool in
written referrals. By answering a brief questionnaire, the parties could
assess whether mediation would be of use to them and make a decision
independent of the referring party whether or not they wished to accept a
proposal for mediation. In addition to court referrals, court staff also
made frequent referrals. It appears that parties remained receptive to
referral proposals at all stages of the judicial procedure.
In
administrative cases, referrals by court staff were used a lot at a very
early stage of the procedure and proved quite effective at steering parties
toward mediation, most likely because the conflicts had not escalated too
much.
Thus, different timing of the referrals was tested in the Project, as
were different referral indicators. This brings us to our next important
issue: how to select cases for mediation.
4.
Indicators and Counter Indicators for Referral and Selection of
Cases for Referral
Our point of view was that in the case of a referral, the person
making the referral had to make sure that the case in question was
suitable for mediation. Other projects and research establish that there
are no uniform criteria for making referrals to mediation, 14 which is why
the term "referral indications" was used in the Project.
The key indication seemed to be the willingness of the parties to
negotiate. Experienced mediators agree that it is not the type of case that
determines the chances of successful mediation, but the attitudes and
insights of the parties. They have to be prepared for and capable of
discussing a solution to their conflicts while also being able to develop
an eye for their mutual interests. Another important indication seemed to
be the presence of room for negotiation. However, if the conflict only
involves dividing up a sum of money, mediation may not be the best way
(although there could still be reasons for choosing mediation). If these
fundamental conditions were not met, we assumed that the other
indications could be ignored.
When making the referral, we supposed the judge to be able and
willing to test the "commitment" of the parties and draw their attention to
the fact that rejecting the proposal or failing to reach a mediated
settlement agreement would have absolutely no bearing on their legal
positions in the court procedure. However, referral seemed to be a
delicate moment: on the one hand, a "push" from the judge in the form
14.

BROWN & MARRIOTT, supra note 11.
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of a referral could possibly be a relief because none of the parties would
dare to suggest mediation for fear of losing face; although on the other
hand, it could lead to unwilling parties. Scheme 2 gives a general outline
of the indications and counter indications we used at the start of the
Project. In each case we inquired into the referral indicators that were
present, asking the referrers, the parties, their lawyers, and the mediator.
Scheme 2: Referral Indicators
Indicators

Counter indicators

A result other than that possible
through a court ruling is desirable
Interests fall outside a juridical
framework
Speedy solution is desired
'Legal proceedings fatigue'
Long-term relationship (family,
neighbours, business contact,
company, long-term contract, etc.)
Common future interest(s)
More litigation or more conflicts than
presented in the proceedings
Importance of confidential treatment,
with possibility of separate interviews
More parties involved in the conflict
than just the parties in the proceedings
A longstanding solution is essential

Earlier mediation attempt failed
Parties have allowed conflict to
escalate too much (i.e., they are
comfortable with their conflict)
A precedent is desired
Public decision is desired
(Too) great of a power imbalance
Parties with a cultural background
which has no place for mediation
Legal procedure in which only a court
ruling can bring about a solution

5.

Financing of the Mediations

During the Project period there was no charge to the parties for
costs of the mediation. Payment of the mediators was funded by the
Project.
6.

Mediation Weeks

Five districts participated structurally in the Project. In addition, ten
other districts organised "Mediation Weeks." During the course of these
Mediation Weeks the parties were given the opportunity to resolve a
pending case by means of mediation. The purpose was to make it
possible for non-Project courts, the parties and their lawyers in those
districts to get acquainted with mediation in a natural and normal way.

PENN STATE LAW REVIEW
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Organising the Mediations and Matching the Mediator to the

Case
Each court had its own project leader and team of one or two
"mediation functionaries" or "referring functionaries." These persons
were responsible for organising the mediations, matching the cases to a
mediator and informing parties, judges, lawyers and mediators on
everything concerning a current mediation and merits of mediation in
general. We aimed to guarantee the parties their first mediation session
within two weeks of their acceptance of the mediation offer. The parties
were bound to a particular mediator and meeting point, as well as time
with "their mediator" immediately after their acceptance of the mediation
process. This way of organisation proved to be very successful; 90% of
the referred cases were actually mediated. The other 10% of the cases
either ended in informal settlements or were dropped.
8.

Selecting the Mediators

In addition to the willingness and effort of conflicting parties, the
quality of the mediator is crucial to the success of a mediation. When
judges-from their position of authority-or others on behalf of the
judiciary, propose mediation, the quality of the mediation must be
exemplary. In the context of the Project, in consultation with judges,
representatives of the Netherlands Mediation Institute (hereinafter
"NMI") 15 and various mediators, quality standards were developed
concerning training, experience and expertise of the mediators involved;
requirements that are more stringent than the minimum standards are
demanded of those enrolling in the registers of the NMI. In addition to
the criterion of listing in the NMI register, Project mediators were
required to have completed five to ten mediations, plus have experience
in dealing with parties in conflict situations and insight into court
procedures and their impact on the conflict and parties.
For the confidence of the parties and referrers, it was also important
that the mediator be able to draft (or have already drafted) a contract
setting forth the solution that was reached that, as the occasion arose,
could be needed later in a court ruling or decision. This could entail a
preference for the mediator-legal professional. On the other hand, the
parties' lawyers can also help guarantee the correct legal conclusion, and
it is well known that in certain cases (construction conflicts, employment
disputes, and medical errors) parties prefer a mediator who has a non15. For more information, visit the NMI website at http://www.nmi-mediation.nl or
contact the organisation's director, Paul Walters, by telephone at 00 31 405 69 89 or via
e-mail at info@nmi-mediation.nl.
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legal professional background. Such a person could be, inter alia, an
engineer, architect, doctor, employment affairs consultant, or accountant.
This resulted in the inclusion in the Project of mediators with a wide
variety of professional backgrounds and experience. Ultimately, the
majority of the 70 mediators selected were lawyers, although mediators
from the following occupations were also selected:
accounting,
consulting, education and medicine.
All mediators were asked to take a follow-up course each year or be
able to demonstrate improvement in the quality of their skills, as well as
take part in the coaching programmes of the Project. The mediations
would all take place according to the rules of the NMI. The parties had
to commit to this by signing a mediation agreement. The issues
discussed in mediation were protected from disclosure by the
confidentiality clause in this mediation contract. The Project also had its
own complaints scheme, which has been used three times so far.
C. Research Design of the Evaluation
The central question of the evaluation was: "What are the results
that are achieved by referrals to mediation and what are the factors that
influence these results?" The evaluation consisted of three parts. First,
there were studies of the relevant literature by Baas, De Roo and
Jagtenberg. 16 The second part contained an evaluation of the way in
which the pilot schemes were set up and carried out. The research data
were primarily collected by analysing Project documentation and
conducting interviews with Project participants.
The third and largest part of the study concerned the actual
mediations. This can be roughly divided in three subjects: the referral
procedure, the quality of the mediations and the results achieved. The
evaluation of the results was primarily based on data from a monitor
system.
Data were collected with respect to all 973 mediations
conducted during the Project. The monitoring system consisted of
questionnaires filled out by referring judges or legal assistants (n=815),
parties (n=2015), lawyers and/or other (legal) representatives (n=696),
mediators and co-mediators (n=1050), project administrators (n=973),
and third parties (n=68).
The questionnaires supplied data on the referral procedure, the
motivation of the parties, lawyers and the referring court to consider
mediation as an option, the processing time, the duration of the meetings,
whether agreement was reached, the satisfaction of parties and lawyers
and lastly, a number of characteristics of the parties and cases.
16.

BAAS, supra note 5; De Roo and Jagtenberg, supra note 5.
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The response was both qualitatively and quantitatively good. This
is due to the fact that mediators were responsible for collecting
completed forms as a condition of payment. In addition, the evaluation
made use of information from four surveys conducted by telephone or in
writing with:
- parties who rejected mediation (object: to determine
the reasons for not accepting the proposal to mediate
(n= 193));
- parties in successful mediations (object: to look into
the durability of the mediation result (n= 175));
- parties (n=308) and mediators (n=98) in unsuccessful
mediations (object: to take a closer look at the reasons
for failure); and,
- parties in mediations (n-241) and parties with
settlements before the judge (n=35) (object: to detect
differences as observed by parties).
II.
A.

Results
Referred Cases

The data we have collected regarding the referred cases can be
divided into four types: characteristics of referrals, characteristics of
parties, characteristics of cases and characteristics of the mediation
process. In the following paragraph we will summarize the most
important results.
1.

The Number of Referred Cases

According to the Project plan, in approximately two years' time,
500 mediations were to be completed. In total, during the Project,
approximately one thousand referrals were realised, 973 of which were
concluded prior to the deadline and could be included in the evaluation.
Based on the process evaluation, a number of factors explain the
realisation of a higher number of mediations than had been expected and
the wide variety of referral types:
- a successful start of the Project;
- good management and organisation within the Project;
- sufficiently well-qualified mediators and adequate
education, training and multilateral consultation to
build sufficient trust in mediation among referring
parties;
- widespread activities in the area of communication and
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-

2.

publicity;
a large number of potential referring persons (judges,
assistants, etc.);
the Mediation Weeks at non-Project law courts that
resulted in a relatively large number of mediations;
the possibility of making provisional adjustments on
the basis of the monitoring data and the distribution of
this information among the sub-projects so that the
referral method could be improved; and,
the availability of knowledge and experience gained
from earlier pilot schemes with referrals in
administrative cases, particularly with respect to the
briefing of the parties, the limited significance of
referral indications, the proper way to approach
government bodies about mediation and how to deal
with cases that have limited room for negotiation.

Types of Referral

The way cases were referred to mediation varied considerably.
* District. The Project took place in five districts:
Arnhem, Utrecht, Amsterdam, Zwolle and Assen.
Also six Mediation Weeks took place in other cities.
Arnhem (28%) and Utrecht (21%) realised the largest
number of referrals. The Mediation Weeks saw in
total 212 mediations (22%).
* Type of court. Various types of courts referred cases
for mediation.
However, the great majority of
mediations (87%) came from district courts.
" Referring person. In 75% of the cases the referring
person was a judge. Alternatively, the referral took
place via court secretary.
" Form. Forms of referral can be distinguished between
written and select referrals (5%), written select
referrals on the basis of a screening of the dossier
(35%) and oral referrals by the judge at a court hearing
(60%).
Referring persons registered why they referred a certain case for
mediation by choosing a maximum of two indications from a list. The
most frequent indication was that the interest of parties is not adequately
served with a legal solution (62%). The two other most frequent
registered indications were durable relationship
(46%) and
communication problems (42%).

PENN STATE LAW REVIEW
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Characteristics of Parties

For many of the parties involved (about 64%), the Project was their
first experience with mediation. For almost half of the parties (47%), it
was not their first experience with a court. In 49% of the cases, there
was a conflict between two natural persons and in 11% there was a
conflict between two legal persons. In 20% of the cases the conflict took
place between a natural person and an administrative authority.
We have also collected data about the motivations of parties to opt
for or refuse mediation. 17 In a plurality of the cases (43%), parties opted
for mediation because they expected it to achieve a swifter resolution to
their conflict. Other motivations were: "mediation is a better solution
than those offered by a judge" (27%); "advice of judge is decisive"
(19%); "advice of lawyer is decisive" (15%); and, "desire to remain in
control of the situation" (15%). The most frequently mentioned reasons
to refuse a proposal for mediation were lack of faith that the conflict
could be solved via mediation and the assumption that there was not
sufficient room for negotiation.
4.

Characteristics of Referred Cases

Fifty percent of the cases were complex. We consider a case
complex if it meets at least one of the following criteria: more than two
parties involved; more than one procedure pending before the court;
interested third parties; and, counterclaim of other parties.
Seventy five percent of the mediation cases were civil. The other
25% were administrative, including tax cases, which largely consisted of
contract cases and cases involving the financial settlement of divorces.
There are a number of important distinctions between civil and
administrative cases:
- On average, the parties in administrative cases are less
inclined to hire a legal advisor than in civil cases, in
which, with some exceptions, legal representation is
compulsory;
- In many civil cases referral to mediation takes place
after an unsuccessful attempt at a settlement. In
administrative cases only occasionally has an attempt
been made to come to a settlement prior to the referral.
This means that administrative cases would have
escalated less than civil cases. The terms laid down by
administrative law for objection and appeal also

17.

They could choose two out of a list of seven motivations.
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5.

contribute to the fact that in administrative cases the
opportunities to negotiate are not always optimally
exploited;
In administrative cases the assistant clerk plays a
crucial role in the so-called "instruction phase," which
is specially designed to prepare a case for hearing.
Good insights were gained into referrals by a small
team of experienced assistant clerks, who were also
present during the mediation sessions, and thus became
adept at supplying the parties with information.
Compared to a referral made at a court hearing,
referrals in the instruction phase save the court a
considerable amount of time;
According to the criteria mentioned above, one third of
administrative cases were complex, compared to 55%
of civil cases; and,
On average, the financial interest at stake in
administrative cases was significantly smaller than that
of civil cases. In 42% of all cases, the financial
interest was in excess of E 45,400.18

Characteristics of the Mediation and the Mediators

In the five participating districts a total of 71 mediators were
involved. Some 75% of them were lawyers who took care of 81% of the
cases. Two thirds of the mediators were men. Most mediations (64%)
took place in a mediation room situated in the courthouse. The others
were held at the mediators' offices. The parties did not express a clear
preference for one or the other of the locations, but did make certain
conditions with respect to atmosphere, privacy and accessibility. In
general the duration of the mediations in the courthouse were shorter. In
47% of the cases, a lawyer was present in, at least, one of the sessions.
Thirteen percent of the cases were co-mediated, the majority of which
were complex cases. Unfortunately we do not have any data on what the
co-mediators did during the mediations.
We do, however, have information about the mediation style of the
mediators. In the Netherlands, mediation is an extra opportunity for the
parties to settle their disputes by agreement, in addition to the often-used
settlement conferences. Therefore, it seemed necessary to ask the
mediators not to use the same settlement methods as the judges. As
judges mostly use evaluative statements to bring the parties to a
18.

Only 51% responded to the question about financial interest.
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settlement, we asked the mediators to use a facilitative style of
mediation, which means steering the process, and not suggesting options
for solution. We will come back to this later.
B.

Quality of the Mediation Process
1.

Effectiveness, Efficiency and Satisfaction

The quality of the mediation process can be assessed in three
aspects: effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction. Effectiveness is
synonymous with success rate. Efficiency implicates the time factor:
processing time and contact time (contact hours). Satisfaction is divided
based on satisfaction of parties with aspects of the mediation process
(duration, progress, outcome) and satisfaction with the mediator
(impartiality, care, involvement, decisiveness, expertise).
Table 1: Average Effectiveness, Efficiency of and Satisfaction with
the Mediation Process and the Mediators.

Effectiveness
Success rate (fully or partly)

Average numbers
Average
Success
50
61 (6%of
which were
partly
successful)

Efficiency
Processing time in days
95
Contact time*
6.5 hours
Satisfaction: mediation process**
Duration*
3.4
Progress*
3.3
Outcome*
2.8
Satisfaction: mediator**
Impartiality*
4.1
Care*
4.1
Involvement*
4.0
Decisiveness*
3.8
Expertise*
3.7
* t-test: significance
** 1 = completely

Unsuccessful
39

96.9
399 min.

94.7
375 min.

3.6
3.7
3.5

3.1
2.8
1.7

4.2
4.2
4.1
4.0
3.8

4.0
4.0
3.8
3.6
3.6

p. <0.005
not satisfied, 2 = less satisfied than average,
3 = moderately satisfied, 4 = more satisfied than average, 5 = very satisfied
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In 61% of the 973 cases in the Project, at least a partial agreement
was reached between the parties, and in 55%, the parties came to a full
agreement. 19 Apparently, for the majority of parties, mediation was an
effective way of solving their conflicts. The success rate varied between
75% and 50%, depending on the district. We cannot explain this,
considering the enormous variation between districts in other
characteristics (e.g. types of cases, types of referral, etc.).
Taking all of the cases into consideration we found that the average
processing time was 95 days. There was no (significant) difference
between successful and unsuccessful cases in this respect. The average
contact time was 6.3 hours. Successful cases took more time than
unsuccessful cases.
The parties and lawyers were on average moderately to more than
moderately satisfied with the mediators and with the mediation process
(at least in terms of duration and progress).
The obvious (and
predictable) exception is that parties in unsuccessful cases were less than
moderately satisfied with the outcome. Parties in successful mediations
were significantly more satisfied with the outcome of the mediation
process than parties in unsuccessful mediations. °
Approximately 81% of the parties indicated that in a comparable
situation, they would opt for mediation again. A substantial majority of
the lawyers (81%) indicated that they would recommend mediation in the
future. Both figures apply to mediations in general, regardless of
whether the parties reached a final agreement.
2.
Linking Characteristics of Types of Referral, Parties, Cases
and the Mediation with Effectiveness, Efficiency and Satisfaction 2'
Certain motives of parties to opt for mediation tend to be associated
with a relatively high success rate. Parties that agree to mediation in
order "to remain in control of the situation" are more inclined to reach an
agreement than parties with other motives. 2 For example, parties that
19. Compared to the percentages mentioned in the literature, 61% seems to be rather
high. See STIENSTRA, supra note 9 (finding 34% civil cases in general and 43% in
monetary claims); C.A. McEwen & R.J. Maiman, Small Claims Mediation in Maine: An
EmpiricalAssessment, 397 (2001) (noting 66%); Metzloff, et al., Empirical Perspectives
on Mediation and Malpractice, LAW AND CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS, 107 (1997) (noting

25%).
20. Compare Chin-a-Fat, supra note 11, GENN, supra note 11, McEwen & Maiman,
supra note 19.
21. Generally we only point at relations between variables if there exists a
statistically significantrelation, measured by a t-test.
22. There was a 72% success rate in cases where the motive was "to remain in
control of the situation" versus 59% in cases where other motives were present: t-4,94,
p = 0,00.
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are motivated by the desire for "an ulterior solution" are less likely to be
successful.2 3 The "desire to follow the advice of the judge" (19%) bears
no relation to the chance of success, although there exists a relation to
increased contact time.24 The desire for a speedy resolution leads to a
shorter processing time.25 We have found no relation between type of
party and chance of success. Finally, parties with court experience in
previous cases (47%) were slightly more satisfied with the mediation
process (3:4) than parties without such experience (3:3).26 This relation
is interesting because these parties can compare their experiences with
mediation with their court experiences.
With respect to case characteristics, differences in the type (civil
versus administrative) and complexity of each case and financial
interests were considered. The expectation that administrative cases
would have a lower success rate, as government bodies are bound by
legal rules and there is less room for negotiation, was not confirmed by
the research results. The Project showed no difference in success rate or
satisfaction in the two types of cases. There were, however differences
between civil and administrative cases in the area of efficiency, in the
sense that administrative cases required less contact time (on average 279
minutes) than civil cases (on average 412 minutes).27
Financial stakes did not appear to influence success rate. However
our data suggest that cases with higher financial stakes require more
contact hours. On the other hand, complex cases are expected to have a
smaller success rate than cases that are less complex. The more complex
a case, the more difficult it is to reach an agreement. Also, complex
cases require more contact hours than non-complex cases.
Approximately 75% of Project mediators came from a legal
background. The remaining 25% ranged from medical doctors to
psychologists and social workers to business managers, accountants and
architects. Professional background did not appear to affect success rate.
It would appear, however, that mediators with a legal background require
fewer contact hours to complete a mediation.28

23.

53% against 62%: t = 2,30, p = 0,02.

24. On average 375 minutes versus 470 minutes: t 5,52, p = 0,00.
25. On average 92 days versus 101 days: t=2,31, p 0,02.
26. T = 2,24, p = 0,03.
27. T = 6,86, p = 0,00.
28. On average lawyers need 363 contact minutes whereas non-lawyers need 492
minutes; t = 4,05, p = 0,00.
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C. Quality of the Result of the Mediation Process
I.

Recognition of Mediation Characteristics

Research shows that parties recognize and value in mediation the
possibility to tell their own stories, communicate with the other party,
control the dispute in an informal setting, have a closer look at the pros
and cons of a case and emphasize their interests. 29 We conducted a
survey of 215 parties in both successful (n=151) and unsuccessful
mediations (n=64). Parties were asked to indicate the degree to which
they valued 23 characteristics of mediation. All characteristics were
recognized by at least 50% of the parties, especially characteristics
regarding communication during the mediation sessions. Most parties
(strongly) agreed with the following statements:
- Both parties had ample opportunity to explain their
points of view (93%);
- Because of good explanation, the mediation process
was easy to understand (87%);
- There were adequate opportunities to communicate
directly with the other party (87%); and,
- It was possible for parties to speak for themselves,
without interruption (86%).
Parties did not, however, feel able to control the resolution of the conflict
(46%). On average, parties in successful cases agreed with the above
statements more than parties in unsuccessful cases.
2.

Compliance

It appears that, after a period of about three months,3 ° parties
complied with the agreements of successful mediations fully in 66% of
cases and partially in 22%.31 Various explanations can be given for this
rate of compliance, which is relatively high compared to what we know

29. H. GENN, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF LONDON, COURT-BASED ADR INITIATIVES
FOR NON-FAMILY CIVIL DISPUTES: THE COMMERCIAL COURT AND THE COURT OF APPEAL
(2002).
30. Three months is a minimum. We asked only those parties whose mediations had
ended at least three months earlier (n=175) to answer our questions. For most parties the
mediation ended (far) more than three months earlier. If we had waited a longer period
before distributing the survey, this percentage probably would be higher.
31.

Comparable figures were found by: B.E.S. CHIN-A-FAT & M.J. STEKETEE, VRIJE

UNIVERSITEIT AMSTERDAM AND VERWEY JONKER INSTITUUT, BEMIDDELING IN
UITVOERING. EVALUATIE EXPERIMENTEN SCHEIDINGS EN OMGANGSBEMIDDELING (2001);

McEwen and Maiman, supra note 19.
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about compliance with outcomes of trial proceedings.32 It is plausible
that this is due to the fact that both parties agreed to the result and, unlike
in a judicial procedure, voluntarily accepted the outcome. Alternatively,
the negotiations that led to agreement also probably used the financial
position of the debtor as a point of departure, preventing surprises in the
execution phase.
3.

Durability of Satisfaction

Eighty-six percent of the parties in successful mediations remained,
after a period of about three months, satisfied with the mediator and 83%
with the mediation process. Additionally, 83% of them indicated that
they would opt for mediation again in the future or that they would
recommend mediation to others (93%).
Mediations that failed to reach an agreement paint a somewhat less
positive picture. Seventy-nine percent of the parties in unsuccessful
mediations remained, after a period of three months, satisfied with the
mediator and 69% with the mediation process. Furthermore, only 80%
of them indicated that they would opt for mediation again in the future or
recommend mediation to others.
4.
Satisfaction
Procedures

with Mediation

in Comparison

to Judicial

The data on satisfaction with judicial procedures were derived from
empirical studies conducted by other researchers. In other words, no
control study has been carried out. Van Koppen and Malsch expect the
mediation process to lead to a greater degree of satisfaction for parties
than a court procedure as a consequence of the greater degree of control
that the parties are able to exercise over the process. 33 Various customer
satisfaction surveys carried out by the courts, however, show that
litigants are also generally satisfied with the judge and the procedure.
The parties are least satisfied with the length of time taken up by judicial
procedures. Parties that are involved in mediation, on the other hand, are
more inclined to be positive with respect to the duration. In addition,
litigants appear to be disappointed due to the fact that they often expect
the judge to act as more of a creative mediator and bring the parties
together. In combination with other findings in our research, this leads to
the conclusion that the parties, even during a court procedure, want to
settle or even reconcile and therefore need the guidance of a neutral and
32. P.J. Van Koppen, & M. Malsch, Defendants and One-Shotters Win After All:
Compliance with Court Decisions in Civil Cases,25 LAW& Soc'Y REv., 803-820 (1991).
33. Id

20051
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independent third party.
The choice between settlement before a judge and mediation will
ultimately turn on a few particular issues. Mediation is probably the best
way of resolving a conflict in the case of two specific conditions:
1) there is a communication problem between the parties, that is, they are
not able to talk with each other any more without becoming adversarial;
and, 2) their conflict would be better solved with an interest-based
solution rather than a rights-based solution. A final condition is that the
conflict must not have escalated too far.
III.
A.

Some Special Issues
Policy

Since the end of the nineties, the promotion of ADR has been an
active part of the Netherlands judicial policy. There are four main goals:
resolution of disputes out of court; achievement of the qualitatively best
or most effective way of settling disputes; realisation of various forms of
access to justice that primarily give the responsibility for resolving
disputes to the parties; and, lastly, decreased pressure on the judicial
system.
In structuring the Project, the second goal, achieving the
qualitatively best or most effective way of putting an end to disputes,
served as a guideline. The other three goals are more or less inherent in
mediation, or can only be determined in the long term. For example,
mediation is inherently an out of court process (first objective). Parties
are also personally responsible for resolving disputes in mediation (third
objective). Finally, the extent to which mediation decreases the pressure
on the administration of justice (fourth objective) can only be determined
in the long term.
Although the second goal occupied a focal position within the
evaluation study, a number of general remarks can be made with respect
to the other goals.
1.

Non-Legal, Out of Court Alternatives to Dispute Resolution

Mediation provides an out of court, non-legal alternative to dispute
resolution, particularly if used prior to resorting to a court procedure, due
to the fact that parties opt for mediation of their own accord. However,
in cases in which referrals are made during a court procedure, the focus
of the mediation will shift from rights to interests, also leading to a nonlegal resolution. As mediation gains in popularity, among other things
due to successful referrals made by judicial organisations, more people
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will probably opt for mediation of their own accord, possibly also at an
earlier stage.
The presence of an organisational referral provision can serve as a
stimulus for the use of mediation due to34the fact that large repeat players
will deal with their conflicts differently.
2.
Various Forms of Access to Justice, Including Access to
Interest-Based Conflict Resolution
Mediation is intended as an alternative means of conflict resolution
prior to or during a court procedure. However, the possibility of asking
the court for a binding judgment in the event that parties fail to reach an
agreement will remain even if a structural referring process is to be
established in the courts. This is a requirement of the constitutional state.
In this light, reference can be made to a number of specific
characteristics of court decisions that do not play a role, or that play a
lesser role, in mediation:
- The court bases its judgment on democratically
legitimate binding legislation;
- The procedure is public and can be monitored;
- Court decisions provide parties with an immediate
right to enforce a judgment; and,
- Court judgements and decisions establish precedents.
In the Netherlands, it is already possible for parties to end their
conflicts during a settlement conference before a judge. This agreement
will be enforceable. For this reason, it is justifiable to question the added
value of mediation in the judicial system. The answer lies in the
advantages of mediation: an interest-based final solution to the conflict
instead of a rights-based agreement or a rights-based decision by the
judge; the opportunity to repair a disturbed relationship; restoration of
communication between parties; and, the ability to remain in control of
the solution to the conflict.
Successful mediation in numerous cases in which attempts at
reaching a settlement during the settlement conference failed confirms
the special character of mediation and settlements. It should be noted,
however, that mediation techniques are not only applicable in mediation
processes, but under certain circumstances, can also be applied in
ordinary negotiations or, for example, by the judge during the settlement
34. This became apparent in the tax cases of the court of Amhem and in a parallel
mediation project in connection with complaint procedures in the province of Overijssel.
See K.J. DE GRAAF, VAKGROEP BESTUURSRECHT EN BESTUURSKUNDE UNIVERSITEIT
GRONINGEN, MEDIATION IN BEZWAAR: EVALUATIE MEDIATION PROJECT PROVINCIE
OVERIJSSEL

(2003).
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conference. However, the switch to interest-based negotiation cannot be
made in that conference, because the judge will have to decide the case if
there is no likelihood of settlement.
There are no unimportant differences in styles of mediation,
especially between the evaluative style and the facilitative style.35 On
presenting the viability of mediation during a judicial procedure, in view
of the possibility of reaching a settlement in court, the complementary
significance of mediation is more justified if it takes place in a
facilitative style. This is because judges often use more evaluative styles
in presenting the parties with possible outcomes of the procedure as a
means to reach settlement. In the Netherlands court system an evaluative
method of settlement is already offered by judges during settlement
conferences.
To stress the difference between judicial settlement and mediation it
seemed important to mark the differences in the process: settlement is
evaluative and mediation is facilitative. This means that the mediator
assists the parties with their communication and negotiation and helps
them to explore their mutual and differing interests and find options that
serve the interests of both parties. This type of mediation is interestbased, and the mediator is not expressing any view on the merits of the
case. Nevertheless, as will be pointed out later on, sometimes the parties
ask for some evaluative elements in the mediation. In that case, the
mediator would still work on an interest-based model but may in some
cases express a view on the respective merits of certain issues. The
evaluation is not binding but may influence the parties to reassess their
respective strengths and weaknesses. People in the Netherlands seem to
prefer mediators who are willing to introduce an evaluative element into
the mediation. 6
3.

Decrease in Work-Load of the Courts

We cannot predict whether court-referred mediation will lead to a
substantial decrease in the workload of the courts. During the Project a
fixed number of mediations could not be exceeded. Nevertheless about
5% of the cases suitable for mediation were resolved and concluded by
court-referred mediation.
It is evident that each successful mediation decreases the courts'
workload. During the Project, the majority of referrals were made at
court hearings. The primary benefit is the time saved that the court
would otherwise have to spend drawing up a judgement, hearing

35.
36.

NIEMIC, supra note 4.
BROWN & MARRIOTr, supra note 11.
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testimony and reviewing written exchanges of statements. Moreover
during the Project, many successful referrals were made prior to a court
hearing.
B.

The Role of Lawyers

Lawyers can play both a positive and negative role in different
phases of the referral and mediation process.
Lawyers can play a
significant role in referrals by making available to parties information on
the possibility of settling the dispute via mediation and providing
realistic information on the chances of winning were the dispute settled
in court. If parties have excessively high expectations with respect to
their chances of winning at trial, they will not be easily swayed to make
38
use of an alternative.
We were not able to determine from the Project how often
mediation proposals were refused as a result of lawyers advising against
them. However, other studies have shown that lawyers' advice often has
negative consequences with respect to the acceptance of mediation
proposals. 39 However, lawyers also provide positive advice; a number of
parties (15%), attempted mediation (sometimes solely) on the basis of a
lawyer's advice.
The presence of lawyers at the mediation also has both positive and
negative implications.4 ° On the one hand, there is a danger that the
conflict is (further) drawn towards a court solution by the presence of
lawyers, even though it is the explicit intention of mediation that this not
happen. In principle, parties maintain control of their conflicts and
represent themselves during mediations. This corresponds to people's
need for empowerment: the feeling of taking responsibility for the
conflict and consequently being able to take steps in the direction of a
solution. The risk of self-representation, however, is that the inequality
of power between parties is reinforced and it is more difficult to
guarantee the interests of socially disadvantaged people. 4 1 This will have
to be supervised by a mediator. Inequality of power is not, however, an
influence on the quality of the mediation. On the other hand, according to
37. GENN, supra note 11; McCrory, supra note 7.
38. E. Van der Kam, Kwaliteit Gewogen; Verschillende Perspectieven op Kwaliteit
van Civiele Rechtspleging, BOOM JURIDISCHE UITGEVERS (2000).

39.

BAAS supra note 5; De Roo and Jagtenberg, supra note 5.

40. N. Vidmar, The Small Claim Courts: A Reconceptualization of Disputes in an
EmpiricalInvestigation, 18 LAW & Soc'Y REv., 515 (1984).
41. N.J.H. Huls, De Aanbodeconomie van ADR: Mediation Kritisch Beschouwd,
JUSTITIELE VERKENNINGEN, 54-70 (2000); R.W. Jagtenberg & AJ. de Roo, De A van
ADR, NEDERLANDS JURISTENBLAD, 81-87 (1995); E.E. Minkjan, ADR: Wat en Waarom?,

ADVOCATENBLAD,

657-58 (1995); E. Brinkman & C.L. Kuijper-Keijzer, Waarom ADR

of Waarom (Eigenlijk)Niet? ADVOCATENBLAD, 688-91 (1995).
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mediators, lawyers who were present at mediation sessions had a positive
influence on the outcome of the process and were able to play a
constructive role in drawing up a final agreement.
IV.

A Look Ahead: Conclusions on the Structuring of an Effective
Referral Facility

What has the Project taught us? Does court-based mediation work?
What are the results? Is it possible to sketch a clear picture of the future
on the basis of the results obtained to date? It is clear that a structural
facility in the courts for referring cases to mediation can only be
successful if different conditions with respect to organisation, support
and quality of the referrals and mediations are met. Supplementing our
own experiences, the study gives many leads regarding the expansion of
Project facilities into a viable structural system of referral to mediation.
We will limit ourselves to a brief discussion of a number of important
subjects: broad-based support; quality of the referral facility; and,
quality of the mediation. We will round off with a number of
conclusions.
A.

Broad-BasedSupportfor Effective and Customised Conclusion of
Conflicts

If one thing has become clear in recent years it is that the new
referral facility will not be viable without broad-based support within the
judiciary, as well as from the litigants and their lawyers or advisors. This
support will not come about on its own, and various factors will affect its
strength.
It is of vital importance that the goal of the referral process is clear
and supported by the court administration and the potential referring
parties. It must also appeal to the litigants and their lawyers. The
description of this goal as providing an extra service by the court that
leads to a customised solution for conflicts has generated substantial
support. In particular, there is support for mediation when it can provide
a durable and qualitatively better solution than a court decision based on
legal grounds.
Accordingly, a change of terminology is in order. The use of the
term alternative dispute resolution has given rise to a sentiment of
aversion within the judiciary and bar, as it unnecessarily contrasts court
settlement with other forms of conflict settlements. We therefore
recommend abandoning the term alternative dispute resolution and
switching to one all-encompassing term, "Effective Customised Conflict
Settlement," for all forms of conflict resolution, whether on a rights or
interest basis, varying from negotiations, mediation, binding advice and
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arbitration to court proceedings that end up in settlements before a judge,
during a mediation or by court decision. Which solution will be the most
effective will depend on each individual case. This rethinking of
terminology is already an international trend. "Appropriate Conflict
Resolution" is another term that fits our vision of adding mediation to the
list of possible conflict resolution processes.
In terms of building broad-based external support, particularly
lawyers and repeat players, such as the Tax Department, government
Sufficient
bodies and insurance companies, can be considered.
information and communication are necessary. With respect to repeat
players, two important success factors include availability of sufficient
information and organising to have reciprocal focal points within the
organisations concerned, as well as in the courts. This became especially
apparent in connection with the tax cases brought before the court of
appeal in Arnhem, where a targeted publicity campaign and good
connections preceded the successful start of the tax project; over 25%
opted for mediation and the success rate exceeded above 75%.
In order to create sustainable broad-based support, it is also
necessary that referrals produce good results and that feedback is
provided to those involved. The quality and organisational form of the
referral facility influence the results. A comparison of the various pilot
schemes shows that in cases where the administration strongly supports
the facility and the project is managed by a decisive person and
supported by a trained mediator, not only are more referrals made, but
they also lead to better results than in pilot schemes in which this is not
the case. The conclusion derived from the study that the referral process
requires a strong supportive policy has thus been confirmed in practice.
The supportive policy consists of information and education and the
input of professional referral officials, 4 2 which leads to the motivation
and inspiration of referring parties, professional litigants and their
lawyers. This policy will have to remain in place until mediation
becomes a matter of course.
Finally, it is extremely important that the process be financed in
such a way that mediation is not financially prohibitive. Above all, the
built-in incentives to opt for mediation must not increase the workload of
the judiciary.

42. In the United States, federal legislation has determined that the federal courts
must set up a mediation process with trained referral officials. The Federal Judicial
Center offers central professional support to the court and the judges.
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Quality of Referrals
1.

Selection and Significance of Referral Indications

The significance of referral indications as a guideline for referrals
with a successful conclusion is limited. The most important success
indicators and counter indicators have proved to be:
* willingness of the parties to negotiate;
" room for negotiation; and,
* escalation grade of the conflict.
This is also true regarding countries that neighbour the Netherlands.4 3
2.

Willingness to Negotiate

Not completely unexpectedly, parties' willingness to negotiate
appears to be the most important condition for successful referrals and
reaching an agreement. This has been demonstrated in various ways:
- If, according to mediators, there is a willingness to
negotiate, the chance that mediation will be successful,
take up less time and satisfy parties is higher than
average;
- Lack of willingness to negotiate is the most important
cause for the failure of mediation, particularly in
connection with personal conflicts; and,
- The most important counter indication for the court to
not, or no longer, propose mediation during a court
hearing is lack of willingness to negotiate; courts have
drawn this conclusion based on the failure of
settlement negotiations conducted in court.
In view of the limited value that can be attached to the other
indications, one can question whether or not it is more effective for the
referring person to limit himself/herself to a study of the willingness to
negotiate on the basis of a number of considerations. For instance the
parties who opted for mediation because they wanted a quick solution,
the solution in their own hands or a tailor-made solution have proved to
be willing to negotiate. This, in turn, results in a high success rate and
satisfied parties. The self-test44 also appears to be an effective tool, as it
helps parties determine whether mediation is a realistic option in their
43. De Roo and Jagtenberg, supra note 5.
44. The self-test is a simple questionnaire that presents arguments and motives that
could make mediation more or less suitable in a specific case, gives parties cause to pause
and reflect and, finally, offers them the possibility to consult a trained mediation official

when in doubt.
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case.
3.

Room for Negotiation

Although lack of willingness to negotiate does form a barrier to
referrals and successful mediations, it would appear that lack of room for
negotiation is not as big of a factor in preventing successful mediation.
Lack of room for negotiation or fear of establishing a precedent can
cause government bodies to assume a positional approach to a dispute;
consequently, the government will not negotiate with citizens, especially
on legal matters 5 It is still a generally accepted point of departure that
administrative and tax disputes are non-negotiable, although the
abundant administrative and tax cases referred with a successful outcome
is proof to the contrary. Very often the core cause of these disputes lies
in the lack of communication or in misunderstandings or
incomprehensibility of government letters to the citizens.
If there is really no room for negotiation or if the parties want a
court decision on legal points only, it is not advisable to propose
mediation. In these cases, it is clear that the parties require a legal
solution. An additional factor is that, particularly in straightforward
cases, mediation can be quite a severe means of resolving disputes,
especially in view of the fact that the preliminary phase of certain court
procedures already includes opportunities for legal solutions that can
prevent conflict escalation and possibly be better employed in that phase
than later in a court procedure. 6
4.

Referral Indications, Supply and Selection

In the Project a number of indications and counter indications have
been given to the referring parties as guidelines ('indications') on how to
select cases with a reasonable chance of success. The results of the study
demonstrate that what were formerly termed "indications" are actually
different variables. The indications employed related to:
* the motivation of the court to refer to mediation in a
given case: the most important factor being that a
judicial judgment would not be a viable solution to the
conflict;
* the motivation ofparties to opt for mediation: there are
different types of motivations, the one most likely to

45. Pach, supra note 8.
46. This is currently successfully applied by the Tax Department where civil
servants who handle notices of objection help prevent conflicts by holding preliminary
consultations with the taxpayer(s) in which points of departure are determined.
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be successful being that the party wishes to remain in
control or is in pursuit of a swift and/or economic
solution. The factor least likely to lead to a successful
mediation (if not combined with another) is where the
court recommends mediation; and,
* success indicators: the only real success indicator is
the willingness of the parties to negotiate. Two
indications for failure, on the other hand, are an
excessively high degree of escalation of the conflict
and lack of room for negotiation.
In view of what mediation can offer, in theory, the motive that "the
judicial judgment cannot solve the real conflict" is of course a good
criterion by which to offer mediation. This motive is the concrete
diagnosis leading to the prescription of the medicine "mediation," as it
were, and leads to interest-based conflict resolution. At the same time,
however, it has been established that the medicine only works if the
patient actually takes it. Accordingly, this judicial motivation cannot
guarantee success. Even if it is certain that a court judgment will not
resolve the actual conflict and in view of the fact that solutions reached
between parties are more durable and lead to a greater degree of
satisfaction, this still does not mean that, in practice, parties are
motivated or can be motivated to actively participate in mediation.
This brings us to the question of who is able to motivate the parties
to actively participate in mediation and who can best determine whether
or not a case can be successfully referred to mediation. The study shows
that in the first place, the parties themselves decide this. Parties who opt
for mediation after receiving a written invitation have a significantly
higher success rate than those who opt for mediation (possibly
exclusively) on the advice of the court. In addition, lawyers appear to
play a positive role; both the advice to opt for mediation and support
provided during mediation had a positive influence on the outcome.
Lastly it appears that the parties sometimes lack insight into what the
chances are of the mediation succeeding. Representatives of government
bodies are often of the opinion that mediation is not a viable option due
to a lack of room for negotiation.
In practice, it would appear that this lack of room for negotiation,
whether real or assumed, does not have to present an obstacle to
productive mediation. On the one hand, the real problem may not
actually be the legal issue itself but instead, for instance, the atmosphere
of animosity between the parties. On the other hand, there are often,
possibilities to find creative solutions that do not establish a precedent or
go beyond the limited room for negotiation. In the successful tax project
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in Arnhem, 4 7 a good, realistic supply of information provided to the
professional repeat-playing tax officers led to a sustainable and
extremely high degree of participation in mediation with the highest
success rate realised in the Project to date: approximately 75% of
mediation cases were completely successful.
The Project lastly teaches us something about the effect of "duress"
in referrals: the freer the choice for mediation, the lower the degree of
participation, but the higher the chances of success. The reverse is also
true: duress experienced by parties in oral referrals leads to a relatively
high degree of participation, but lower success rates. This fully
corresponds to research carried out abroad.48 One thing that has not been
examined by the WODC, but has nevertheless been acknowledged by
Project management, as well as actually calculated, is the organisational
expenses. The costs of written referrals are lower than the costs incurred
in connection with oral referrals, and the amount saved by the judicial
organisation and parties is higher.
In summary, the above is understood to mean the following:
* virtually all cases are suitable for mediation but not all
parties are suitable for mediation, and the latter can
vary from one moment to the next; and,
* concrete information is indispensable for good
referrals.
5.

Conclusions for the Future Referral Method

Together, these conclusions provide important building blocks for
the future referral process. 49 For the time being, the flexible and varied
use of referral methods and referrals themselves will yield the best
results.5 0 Written referrals can be made at an early stage giving parties in
certain categories of cases the opportunity to opt for mediation at an
early stage of the procedure on the basis of a letter of invitation and a

47. The national project "Mediation in Addition to the Administration of Justice"
and the tax project of the court of Arnhem were together selected from over 600
submissions as among the 45 best and most innovative and practical projects in the public
sector. The prize is an initiative of the Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations.
48. T. Hedeen, Presentation at A.B.A. Conference, Coercion in/into Mediation:
Ethical, Theoretical and Practical Dimensions (Mar. 22, 2003).
49. They are also increasingly applied to project-related processes currently
employed. In the meantime, one of the authors has written a book on referral to
mediation that is currently used by all Netherlands judges and many of its lawyers. See
M. PEL, DOORVERWIJZEN NAAR MEDIATION (2004).

50. In the Project, the WODC conclusion that the referral facility should not yet be
given a definitive form has acquired broad-based support: a learning organisation has the
most chance of eventually implementing a durable, effective and efficient referral
process.
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self-test. The rate of participation can be' increased further by a
refinement of the referral letters and self-test that could include a list of
the various motivations for choosing mediation, specific to the type of
case. In administrative and fiscal cases, the option of mediation can even
be proposed prior to the formulation of the statement of defence. In
successful mediation, this will lead to substantial savings for the parties
and courts.
In those cases in which a written invitation fails to lead to
mediation, oral referrals can and will still be made at a later stage. This
year, the sharpening of oral referral skills has been further developed.
The current recipe is that, as far as possible, the referring party refers
"inquiringly," thereby giving the parties an opportunity to acknowledge
what mediation may have to offer and placing the responsibility for the
choice with them.51
These building blocks provide a sound basis for an adequate referral
facility. However, other elements also play a role.
C. Quality of the Mediations
1.

Necessity of a Quality Guarantee

Employing qualified mediators is a prerequisite for successful
mediation. Mediations during court procedures are more complicated
than "pre-procedural" mediations. The degree of escalation of the
underlying conflicts is higher and the commitment of the parties to
actually reaching a solution in mediation, depending on the motive to opt
for mediation, is not always equally great. This places extra demands on
the mediators. The increase in the success rate during the Project period
can be ascribed to the increase in and exchange of experience, the
application of multilateral consultation, extra training in the area of skills
with respect to escalated conflicts and feedback via the monitoring
forms. This leads to the formulation of the following quality standards
and participatory conditions.
2.

Objective Quality Standards

There are now objective quality standards for mediators set up by
the NMI. The NMI is the national platform for mediation in the
Netherlands. The NMI is a private organization, has been operational
since 1995 and operates from within a strictly independent position in

5 1. The corresponding questions are addressed in referral courses and included in
the referral manual that is due to be published in the near future.
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society. This independent position as a national mediation platform is
possibly unique in Europe.
The NMI provides:
- a platform for multilateral consultation concerning
mediation by the various
parties involved
(mediators/providers, users of mediation, as well as
independent bodies, such as educational or scientific
bodies);
- a reliable, nationally applied infrastructure for
mediation in the form of uniform mediation rules and
models;
- an independent quality framework in the form of
accreditation and registration of mediators, as well as
rules of conduct for mediators, a complaints procedure
and independent disciplinary rules; and,
- a transparent quality assurance system for mediation
and mediators through accreditation and independent
personal certification.
The certification system is not yet fully implemented, but after a
transitional period the system is expected to sufficiently guarantee the
quality of certified mediators. 2
3.

Conditions for Participation in Court-Annexed Mediation

The quality of the individual mediators is, however, no guarantee
for the quality of mediation in general. With respect to mediation
quality, the following participatory conditions have been formulated,
which bear no relationship to the quality of the individual mediator (with
one exception to be mentioned), but are instead related to the general
potency and quality of the mediation facility to be set up.
Success factors of the current referral facility are:
* a swift start of the mediation;
* a good match between case, parties and mediator;
* a method by which to measure success, processing
time and satisfaction; and,
* a method by which to monitor time and provide
feedback.
This leads to the formulation of the following participation conditions for
mediators:
* willingness to hold an initial mediation meeting within

52. Offering extra training in dealing with escalated conflicts (for non-lawyers) and
training in the legal aspects of mediation is being considered.
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two weeks of acceptance of the mediation offer by the
parties;
* willingness to ensure that the monitoring forms are
filled out;
* willingness to participate in multilateral consultation
and meetings on subjects that specifically relate to
court-based mediation;
* willingness to conform to the working method
corresponding to the referral facility, including, for
example, willingness to work for a certain fee and fully
and correctly inform clients about the effects of
confidentiality during mediation;
* possession of professional liability insurance; and,
* willingness to take part in an annual evaluation on the
basis of the results reflected in the monitoring forms.
The last condition is the only one that concerns the quality of the
mediator. A method of evaluation has recently been developed and
employed that not only gives mediators space for further personal and
professional development, but also provides a basis for the termination of
his/her duties as a mediator if necessary on the grounds of measurable
results. In our opinion, introduction of the participation conditions is in a
manner of speaking the sine qua non for a high quality referral process.
4.

Organisation and Monitoring of Mediation

Some important success factors in the Project were the swift and
professional organisation of mediation after referral, monitoring of total
duration and effective internal and external communication of the results.
In order to match a mediator to a case, all referring courts must have
a pool of mediators in place with affinity areas that supplement each
other and which, in terms of size and capacity, are sufficient to cope with
the total number of mediations. It is important for the projects to hold
intermediate evaluations and to produce enough cases. All mediators
must handle a sufficient number of mediation cases to not only maintain
but also sharpen their skills. The group should naturally not become a
"closed shop." Of course there will be a certain degree of turnover
among mediators.
5.

Confidentiality

One of the essential characteristics of mediation is confidentiality.
Within the scope of this paper it is not possible to discuss this matter in
detail. During the Project period, it became clear that the lack of
legislation in this area could create an obstacle to the effectiveness of the
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referral process. It does not seem credible to promise confidentiality
when it cannot, in effect, always be respected. Clear regulations will
have to be introduced with respect to privilege and secrecy.53
D. In Conclusion: The Future
The Netherlands' approach to the development of court-based
mediation differs from that of neighbouring countries. The Netherlands
first examined what worked and what did not work by means of careful
testing before laying down legislation. In recent years, it has appeared
that, in easily 5% of the cases in which a proposal for mediation is made,
the parties choose mediation. With the exception of legislation regarding
confidentiality, legislation does not appear to be necessary. On the
contrary, further expansion of the system can only stimulate the
discussion of the fundamental review of the law of procedure and will
hopefully lead to well founded choices with respect to the eventual legal
imbedding of the system. It will then become apparent whether the
referral facility can eventually result in a so-called multi-door
courthouse, where "all sorts of medicine" would gradually become
available and the court would function as a gatekeeper or "direction
indicator" along the road to conflict resolution.
Since the conclusion of the evaluation many steps have been taken
towards the full implementation of a referral facility in all courts in the
Netherlands.
The former court-annexed Project group has been
transformed into the Netherlands court-connected mediation office.54
This office is now responsible for helping courts implement the referral
facility. Apart from that, the office has the task of gathering, describing
and informing the courts on the "best practices." In order to be able to
have adequate information about the number of referrals and the success
rates, a huge monitoring system has been built and implemented in the
court administration.
In all courts judges are trained to be able to select cases for referral
to mediation. About 800 judges have been trained and the same number
is in the training process. They learn how to investigate whether the
parties have a so-called success-predicting motivation that is likely to
lead to an effective and success-promising choice for mediation.
Mediation functionaries are also trained and work in all courts giving

53.

The questions and recommendations have been worked out in M. PEL & M.A.

VOGEL, MEDIATION EN VERTROUWELIJKHEID; EFFECTIEVE GESCHILOPLOSSING. (2003).

54. For more information, visit the Netherlands Court-Connected Mediation Agency
website at http://www. mediationnaastrechtspraak.nl or contact the organisation's
director, Machteld Pel, by telephone at 00-31 (0) 26 3592805 or via e-mail at
mediation@hetnet.nl.
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litigants information about mediation and organising the initial meeting
with the mediators.
Finally, the new insights gained by the Project have given new
inspiration to use a different terminology; the judiciary now offers
custom, effective dispute resolution to the parties and the phrase
"Alternate Dispute Resolution" is no longer used.
We hope to be able to develop a rich practice of court-connected
mediation. If this will succeed, only the future will tell!

